
Preference Assessments - How to ABA

(https://howtoaba.com/preference-assessments/)

Reinforcer Assessments or Preference Assessments for Children

with Autism – Master ABA (https://masteraba.com/reinforcer-

preference-assessment/)

“GET A CAB” is an acronym to help us remember the seven dimensions of
ABA. In this edition, we look at the “A,” which stands for “applied.”

This month we look at “applied.” This part of our acronym, "GET A

CAB," which refers to applying behaviors that are socially important

and meaningful to the learner's life. At Burrell, we help families with

this by encouraging them to create meaningful goals around applying

behaviors. Meaningful goals start with interviewing the clients and

families on values and preferences. Assessing preferences guides

which stimuli will act as a reinforcer to increase future behavior and

therefore reach goals. Using effective reinforcers also reduces

maladaptive behavior as learners are accessing choice.

To learn about what a client finds reinforcing, you might be able to

simply ask or observe the learner in their play. For some clients,

however, we might complete a preference assessment. We can do this

by using toys, edible items, social interactions, activities, caregivers,

locations, and more with the forefront always being centered on

"meaningful." A diverse variety of potential reinforcers offers the

greatest opportunity for effective intervention and generalization.

Reinforcer and preference assessments provide valuable insight into

the motivation of your learner. Check out the following videos:

For more reinforcer ideas, Google search "reinforcementinventory.pdf"

from the ABA-Instituut.
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We've been using our senses to feel, hear, smell, taste, and see different

parts of an apple with our preschool group. All of our learners use their

five senses to engage with the world and learn to describe different

aspects of objects and experiences. For fall, you can go on a nature walk

and use your senses to take in the world around you. Upon returning talk

about what you saw, smelled, heard, touched and tasted. Another way to

use your five senses is to engage in a calming activity. 

"Grounding" can help you calm the body and find a way to focus on a

task you need to complete. Use your senses to stop and name: five

things you hear, four things you see, three things you can smell, two

things you taste and one thing you can touch. It can feel uncomfortable

to try new things at first, but when we as parents model these

ideas, our learners are likely to join in the fun too! 

Monthly Try It

Years at Burrell: 9 Months

Role at Burrell: Board Certified

Behavior Analyst

Favorite Quote: “Who you are speaks

so loudly, I cannot hear what you are

saying.” - Ralph Waldo Emerson

Best Part of Your Job: The best part

of my job is working with both clients

and their families to increase skill

sets related to their goals. Each

learner comes with a unique set of

skills and experiences and it is so

rewarding to watch both the clients

and their families make progress

toward those goals. It truly takes a

team to reach the best outcomes for

our clients. 

Noteworthy

preparing for cooler weatherMeet Our Team
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Upcoming Holidays

Burrell offices will be closed

November 25-26 for

Thanksgiving, December 24

for Christmas and December

31 for New Year's Eve. 

Upcoming Events & Reminders

Be Well Community

Self-care, mindfulness and more.

Tune in to Facebook Live on

Mondays and Fridays 12:45-1:15,

and Wednesdays 12-1 at

facebook.com/burrellcenter.

Please send your learner with a coat, hat and gloves as it gets colder.

We will attempt to go outside when the weather permits, even if it's for

a short time. 

burrellcenter.com

Using our five senses to explore AND describe our world

Illness Policy Reminder

If your child has a contagious illness, including

vomiting, infection, fever, rash, or diarrhea in the last

24 hours, please reschedule your appointment by

calling 417-761-5330. For more information, ask a

staff member for a copy of our illness policy. 

With the holiday season nearing, we would like to remind you, that as

BCBAs and RBTs, we have a code of ethics to follow regarding gifts.

While gift-giving is an expected norm in most cultures, the BACB's

Professional and Compliance Code of Behavior Analysts, states

"Behavior Analyst do not accept any gifts from or give any gifts to clients

because this constitutes a multiple relationship (1.06d)."   While we

certainly appreciate the sentiment of gifts, the best gift we could have is

the opportunity to make a difference in the life of your child.

the best gift: making a difference in your child's life

Fall Scavenger Hunt Five Senses Checklist

Wind blowing

Pumpkin

 Red leaf

 Rock

Tree bark

Stick

Pine cone

Spider web

Bird chirping

Cloud


